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The Artistic Director’s Report:
Twenty Years of
The American Century Theater
Jack Marshall
The views expressed are those of the author alone, and are not necessarily endorsed
by the company management.
I
To be honest, I never thought The American Century Theater would last twenty years,
or if it did, I never thought I would be the artistic director all that time. That was one
reason I decided that it was time to go, in fact: I had failed to hand over the job of
setting the artistic course of the company to someone else, the key step in
institutionalizing it and ensuring its vitality.
Another was TACT’s dimming prospects of finding its own performance space, where
we could set our own schedules, extend popular shows (this makes money) while
closing those that are not doing well a little early, rehearse as long as we needed to
without being screamed at by County employees demanding that we leave the theater at
11 pm sharp on tech week (often meaning that we couldn’t get through some of our
longer shows), and not finding ourselves deluged by Peruvian festival celebrants on
performance days or PTA members on performance nights. You just can’t do high
quality theater under such conditions without it affecting enthusiasm, morale, energy,
and eventually, quality.
The departure of Arts Incubator champions Norma Kaplan and Jon Palmer Claridge
and the increasing narrowing of Arlington County’s commitment to the arts to
Signature Theatre—which I admire, support, and for which I directed the centerpiece
production in its inaugural season—was the proverbial writing on the wall. Doing
reasonably priced, high-quality, non-trendy theater in Gunston Two was only going to
get harder as time went on, and frankly, it was already too hard.
Of course, a nice multimillion dollar gift would have gone a long way to solving these
issues. It just never happened, that’s all. A lot of the fault for this was mine: I never
was able to take the time out of my day job, which is running an ethics training and
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consulting business, and the needs of my family, to promote and sell the theater and its
mission as much as I needed to. It was difficult watching other regional theaters of our
size and with a similar audience base hitting that jackpot, like our friends at The
Keegan Theatre or Rich Heinrich’s Spooky Action Theatre, a TACT spinoff, knowing
that they would be advancing to that elusive next stage that constantly eluded us.
You shouldn’t drive angry, as Bill Murray reminds the groundhog, and you can’t do
good theater bitter, frustrated, and discouraged either. I was getting there. One Friday
night, after learning that our superb and important production of Judgment at
Nuremberg would have an audience smaller than the cast, I just made up my mind that
I couldn’t take it anymore. The Post couldn’t be bothered to review a show with
historical, local, ethical, and immediate relevance; the Holocaust Museum refused to
participate (or even answer my phone calls), and, as usual, our demographics showed
that most of our audience didn’t need to be educated about the Holocaust, since they
remembered it.
I agree with Saroyan that art has innate value, and creating good art should not have to
be bolstered by praise, financial rewards, awards, or even success. Actors, designers
and theater staff are still human beings, though.
II
It is easier closing the doors knowing that our mission was accomplished in so many
important ways. This company was always about a lot more than just putting on shows
and selling tickets. We assigned ourselves the duty of uncovering great works of 20th
century theater and reminding both audiences and theater companies why they were
great, why they were still worth seeing, and why they should still be produced. We
vowed to keep live professional theater as affordable as possible and to encourage
families to attend. We pledged to give rising local talent a chance to show audiences
what they could do and to provide a path to a professional acting or designing career.
And we were determined to remind audiences of American cultural and political
history, through new and original works. We accomplished all of those objectives,
sometimes spectacularly:
To revive neglected or forgotten works, while making the case for their
importance to the culture—
 When TACT first performed Twelve Angry Men, the real script was unavailable
to performing groups. TACT’s success helped persuade Reginald Rose to
remedy that problem (of his own making, as he had sold the stage rights). After
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decades of being invisible except on black and white film, the show re-emerged
on Showtime and Broadway.
The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds had been abandoned
as a dated comedy. TACT’s production proved that it still worked as a moving
drama, and the show is now regularly revived.
TACT’s Lady in the Dark was the first full professional run since the 1941
original closed. There have been many since. Famed New York theater critic
John Simon told me that we had done a service to the theater world by proving
that it was a show worthy of revival.
TACT remains the only local company to produce William Saroyan’s legendary
first play, My Heart’s in the Highlands, about a 9-year-old boy, an 85-year-old
virtuoso bugle player, and a dog that barks on cue.
Moby Dick Rehearsed, a dynamic and daring drama assembled by Orson
Welles, and another victim of his self-destructive habits, was re-envisioned by
TACT and played to sold-out houses in three separate productions. Once
regarded as an obscure flop, the show was reinvigorated by TACT’s success and
is now performed with increasing success and frequency across the country.
TACT’s re-creation of the epic opening night of The Cradle Will Rock was
memorialized on an NPR documentary and prompted multiple imitations in
other theaters.
TACT became the first local professional theater in decades to perform the
ground-breaking The Boys in the Band, directed here and beautifully by John
Moran.
TACT, with the assistance of Loren Platzman, reassembled a performance script
and score for Hollywood Pinafore, a lost musical satire by George S. Kaufman
that had been unperformable since the 1940s.
TACT’s Hotel Universe, directed by Steven Scott Mazzola, became the most
successful and best reviewed production of Phillip Barry’s cryptic and most
challenging play, including its original production. Boys in the Band playwright
Mart Crowley travelled cross-country to see it, because it was one of his favorite
scripts.
A Flag Is Born, a unique, controversial, historically significant (it raised the
funds to buy one of the two ships that took American Jews to the new state of
Israel) pageant by Front Page playwright Ben Hecht, was made available to
TACT audiences, the first time the piece had been performed since the 1940s.
Thanks to TACT, local audiences got to see a famous and politically explosive
Vietnam-era satire that made magazine covers in the late 1960s and launched the
careers of Rue McClanahan, Stacey Keach, and Cleavon Little—MacBird!
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 Machinal, arguably the greatest of all expressionist dramas, received a superb
production by TACT, one of the very few times the show has been seen in DC
since the 1920s.
 Steven Scott Mazola’s evening of one-acts by female playwrights of the 1920s
and ’30s, Drama under the Influence, reminded audiences of the brilliance of
such neglected writers as Sophie Treadwell and Susan Glaspell.
 TACT accomplished what Jerry Lewis tried to do but failed: It re-assembled and
reverse-engineered a credible version of the famously chaotic Olsen and
Johnson 1936 romp, Hellzapoppin’.
 Life with Father, the longest running Broadway play, had audiences laughing
again in DC after a four-decade pause. What a surprise: The most successful
comedy of all time is funny!
 Paul Green and Richard Wright’s politically incorrect race-relations drama
Native Son, which had never been shown in DC, attracted fascinated AfricanAmerican audiences and sparked nightly post-show debates.
 Budd Schulberg’s stage adaptation of his screenplay for the film classic On the
Waterfront got its Washington DC premiere with TACT, twenty years after it
was on Broadway.
 The hit Harold Rome post-WWII revue Call Me Mister, which was lost and in
pieces until it was cobbled together by TACT for a Rescues presentation, now
survives thanks to the TACT video of its production, stored at the Yale Drama
Library.
 TACT plunged its audiences into the harrowing, conveniently forgotten world of
Depression-era dance marathons by cleaning up June Havoc’s brilliant,
disturbing, musical reality-show drama, Marathon ’33.
Also in pursuit of this mission, TACT published informative Audience Guides—like
this one!—for all but the first few shows, and had talkback discussions, sometimes
many, for every production.
To keep live professional theater as affordable as possible, and to encourage
families to attend—
 TACT kept subscriber seats under $40, always being among the last area theater
to raise prices.
 Rather than top that price, TACT limited stipends for actors and staff.
 The company has been the only one in the city that allowed children under the
age of eighteen to attend all productions at no charge.
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To give rising local talent a chance to show audiences what they could do, and to
provide a path to a professional acting or designing career—
 TACT routinely held open auditions for its productions, one of just a handful of
companies that did not rely only on proven talents, past cast members, or New
York actors.
 Among the local actors for whom TACT played a major role in establishing
their reputations and careers, often with their first professional roles: Amy
McWilliams, Peter Mendez, John Tweel, Bill Karukas, Esther Covington, Brian
Childers, Charles Matheny, David Jourdan, Evan Crump, Amy Quiggins, Maura
McGinn, Bruce Alan Rauscher, Kari Ginsburg, Dan Corey, Richard Pelzman,
Mary Beth Luckenbaugh, Steve Lebens, Jennifer Robison Potts, Kathy Fuller,
Kim-Scott Miller, Patrick McMurphy, Tony Gudell, James Brown Orleans, and
many, many more.
To remind audiences of American cultural and political history, through new and
original works—
Among them . . .
 It’s All True, the true story of The Cradle Will Rock
 Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a new, faithful adaptation by TACT’s Tom Fuller
 Benchley in Spite of Himself, DC actor Nat Benchley’s one-man show about his
grandfather, the humorist and actor Robert Benchley
 Laughter at 10 O’Clock, TACT’s re-creation of a rehearsal of The Carol Burnett
Show
 The Clarence Darrow Story, a one-man show about the U.S.’s greatest lawyer,
assembled by writer Jack Marshall, director Terry Kester, and actor Paul
Morella. The show has received three professional runs so far, other than its
TACT debut and is also being performed by Morella around the country for
associations, schools, and legal organizations.
 Danny and Sylvia, the Bob McElwaine/Bob Bain musical about McElwaine’s
longtime clients and friends, Sylvia Fine and Danny Kaye
 An Evening with Danny Kaye, Brian Childers’s cabaret-style sequel to Danny
and Sylvia
 If Only in My Dreams, TACT’s poignant Christmas-themed revue combining
actual letters home from WWII GIs with the great songs of the period
 Stunt Girl, Tony-nominated lyricist Peter Kellogg’s musical biography of
reporter Nelly Bly, which had an early workshop production on its way to
several major productions elsewhere
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 The Titans, the long-delayed premiere of Bob McElwaine’s transcript-based
drama about the Cuban Missile Crisis
 TACT’s original salute to TV Christmas specials from George Bailey to Peanuts
to The Grinch to The Waltons—An American Century Christmas
 Treadwell Bright and Dark, acclaimed playwright Ally Currin’s one-woman
drama about Machinal playwright Sophie Treadwell
 One Night with Fanny Brice, Chip Defaa’s one-woman musical, starring Esther
Covington, tracing the tragic life of entertainer Fanny Brice
Not a bad record, even for twenty years.
III
My fondest TACT memories—
 Watching the whale hunt in Moby Dick Rehearsed, with the actors straining on
imaginary oars, as David Jourdan, as Stubb, shouted the men on. In that same
show, the magic moment when lighting designer David Walden’s enormous
shadow of the White Whale made audiences turn around, half expecting to see
old Moby himself.
 The Circus Dream in Lady in the Dark
 Convincing audiences—every night—that we had been locked out of Theatre
Two during the chaotic, improvised, lobby introduction to The Cradle Will Rock
 Kathy Fuller’s hilarious, spot-on Cher impersonation in Laughter at 10 O’Clock
 The intense audience attention, sitting on hard wooden pews, throughout
TACT’s Helen Hayes–nominated The Andersonville Trial, despite the lack of air
conditioning throughout the midsummer production
 Ron Sarro creeping out everyone as a dirty old man singing “You’re Sixteen”
to young girls in the Hellzapoppin’ audience; John Tweel as a hapless escape
artist . . . oh, hell, pretty much everything in that show
 TACT backstage mom Jean Grogan getting caught on stage as the lights came
up after a scene change and getting in an onstage closet during a performance of
The Seven Year Itch
 Marnie Penning as “The Girl” in Machinal
 Bill Karukas’s comic tour de force in the studio brainstorming scene in
Hollywood Pinafore
 The horror on audience members’ faces when the shooting started in Cops . . .
 The mechanical cat in Visit to a Small Planet. And Bruce Alan Rauscher, of
course, in the part he was born to play
 The sea monster costumes in Seascape
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 Marathon ’33, especially the races, Alex Witherow’s rollerskating bully, and
the tooth-pulling scene
 The moment in TACT’s gender-bending I Do! I Do! when Mary Beth
Luckenbaugh exited to change for her wedding night and Chad Fornwalt
came back in her place. Great doubletakes from the patrons every night.
 Every time Brian Childers, as Danny Kaye, sang “Minnie the Moocher,” but
especially the first time, because we knew we had something special
 Anna Lynch as Rosalinda the Fish in Oh Dad, Poor Dad . . .
IV
My favorite “goat”—
In TACT parlance, a “goat” is a difficult, hard-to-find, or otherwise challenging
costume, prop, or set piece integral to a show, that professional theaters cannot fudge or
ignore and still maintain any credibility or artistic integrity. In Twelve Angry Men, for
example, the “goat” is real switchblades.
Luckily, the choice is easy: my favorite “goat” was the real Alpine goats, Heidi and
Catherine, who were essential to a two-minute scene in Mr. Roberts, and who stayed
in my backyard for two months.
Anyone wishing a copy of “Night of the Goats,” the all true account of their theatrical
experience, their exploits, and escapes, should e-mail me at proethics1@gmail.com.
V
Regrets, I’ve had a few—
 I wish I could have devoted the time to the company that it needed and deserved.
 I wish we could have paid our artists something closer to what they were worth.
 I’m sorry the real founder of the company, Tim Lynch, hasn’t been more
involved with TACT in the last many years. I hope he’s proud of what his baby
accomplished. He should be.
 Perhaps I should have listened to David Siegel, our longtime marketing and
advertising whiz, when he told me not to tell off critics who wrote lazy,
incompetent, or unfair reviews. I know the company suffered for some of my
push-back, because the same media organizations who hire arrogant and
incompetent reviewers are unethical in other ways, too.
 Nevertheless, I wish the Washington Post hired fair, open-minded, competent,
unbiased, professional theater critics. The tipping point for me: the Post critic
who arrived ten minutes late for A Flag Is Born, and complained in his negative
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review that it made no sense for the show to be set on a ship—which was
explained in the section he missed.
I wish I didn’t feel that this all was futile and that live theater that deals in ideas
rather than glitz and special effects, is doomed because younger audiences don’t
care and the theater companies don’t have the integrity to keep up standards
when high standards aren’t profitable.
I wish TACT could have kept its educational outreach program, which was
making progress after three years, going.
I wish young Patrick McMurphy hadn’t died so young. He was a great talent, a
fine young man, and I think of him often.
I wish we had cast Anna Belknap in The Children’s Hour. I loved her audition,
but the director didn’t. Anna went on to be a co-star of the long-running CBS
show CSI: NY.
I am still disappointed that we never were able to obtain the rights to put some
Twilight Zone episodes onstage or the stage rights to High Noon, which I always
wanted to stage in Theatre Two
Other shows I’m sorry we didn’t get to do: The Racket, The Iceman Cometh,
The Bride of Hellzapoppin’, The Bad Seed, Drat! The Cat!, House of Flowers,
The Hot Mikado, The Trial of the Catonsville Nine, Bury the Dead, A Pocket
Full of Rain, A Thurber Carnival, Billy Budd, Merrily We Roll Along (the play),
Chicago (the play), The Frogs (the musical), Counselor-at-Law, They Knew
What They Wanted, A Soldier’s Story, Key Largo, The Torchbearers, Watch on
the Rhine . . . and many more
Productions that deserved better from us that I would have liked another crack
at: My Heart’s in the Highlands, Paradise Lost, Things That Go Bump in the
Night, That Championship Season, Spoon River Anthology, Treadwell Bright
and Dark
Shows that just don’t work anymore: Mister Roberts, The Best Man, A Thousand
Clowns, Home of the Brave
Productions that didn’t get the audiences they deserved: I Do! I Do!, Machinal,
The Time of Your Life, Dear World, Drama under the Influence, The Boys in the
Band
VI

Finally, my thanks and gratitude—
To Tim Lynch and Shelly Wallerstein, who were there at the beginning
To Arlington County, for giving us a chance
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To Reginald Rose, for letting us do his screenplay on stage in our first production
To Bob Mondello, who was a vital source of support, encouragement, a criticism
To Orson Welles, whose genius inspired us
To Bart Whiteman, whose idea this company was
To Maureen Kerrigan, whose star power saved our first season from disaster
To Charles Matheny, the perfect Captain Ahab
To Brian Childers, a.k.a Danny Kaye, whose story is, for me, the highlight of the
whole two decades
To Bob McElwaine
To Michael deBlois, Dave Walden, Eleanor Gomberg, and Rhonda Hill, the set
designer, lighting designer, props designer and stage manager—all friends who
followed me from community theater, tolerated me, and were brilliant
To Rebecca Christy, whose contributions ranged from pies to lobby displays to props
and production, and whose genius was indispensable
To Tom Fuller, for the best musical direction imaginable, and his friendship too
To Loren Platzman, who made so many shows possible with his musical wizardry
To Jacqueline Manger, whose every moment she worked with TACT was a gift and a
blessing
To Wendy Kenney, who came to the company’s rescue when I called and never left
until the job was done
To David Siegel, whose passion and talent got us through the hard times
To Kate Dorrell, Lindsey Moore, Ed Moser, and Emily Morrison, unsung TACT
heroes who have battled to the end
To Bill Karukas, Glenn White, Shane Wallis, Ray Felton, Allen Reed, Ed Bishop,
Jean Grogan, Lou Swerda, and Patrick McMurphy, who are gone, but never
forgotten, and missed deeply
To whomever I forgot as I wrote this, because I know you are out there (forgive me)
To Suzy Platt, our biggest fan, whose bequest let us finish with style and dignity
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To my father, whose descriptions of Moby Dick Rehearsed and Hellzapoppin’ made
those productions possible
To my wife, Grace Marshall, who put up with more than anyone can imagine and
who let me write a big check when the company was in peril
But most of all, to the supporters, donors, and fans of this intrepid company, who
made all of the work, pain, frustration, crises, and unfulfilled dreams vanish into
irrelevancy with your loyalty and applause . . .
Thank you.
—Jack Marshall
July 2015

Life Imitates Twelve Angry Men:
Adam Sirois, the Lone Juror
Jack Marshall
On May 8 of this year, a single juror, a forty-one-year-old healthcare worker, refused to
vote guilty with the rest of the jurors deliberating on the case against the accused
murderer of Etan Patz, a little boy whose disappearance in 1979 focused national
attention on the child predator problem. The defendant, Pedro Hernandez, had
delivered an elaborate confession to police, then revoked it.
For eighteen days, Adam Sirois battled the eleven other jurors, who told him that they
were convinced by the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. Sirois, however, said he
had different doubts, serious doubts, too many to send a man to prison for life. In the
end, the vote was eleven to one. The judge in the case pronounced the jury
deadlocked—hung—and declared a mistrial.
Sound familiar? If Sirois was made the hero of a cable TV adaptation, it would be
considered a shameless knockoff of Twelve Angry Men:
Foreman: . . . Nine—ten—eleven. That’s eleven for “guilty.” Okay, “not guilty”?
(Juror 8 slowly raises his hand.)
Foreman: One. Right. Okay, eleven to one—“guilty.” Now we know where we are.
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Juror 10: Boy-oh-boy! There’s always one.
Juror 7: So what do we do now?
Juror 8: Well, I guess we talk.
In the film, which takes place in real time, that maverick Juror 8, famously played by
Henry Fonda, convinces the rest of the jurors to change their votes in less than two
hours, although in the film, and when the story is on stage, two hours is so intense that
the speedy time frame seems reasonable. The Hernandez jury was not as easily swayed,
obviously. After the mistrial, in a press conference, the jurors were visibly annoyed
with Sirois (he was Juror 11, not 8), although they said that the deliberations were civil,
unlike the mood in playwright Reginald Rose’s jury room. Nonetheless, Sirois was not
invited to the post-trial dinner with the other jurors.
The drama is a vivid lesson in civics, as well as the importance of each citizen’s
obligations to uphold core cultural values. Although it is often muddled in second- and
third-hand descriptions (the awful stage adaptation that is made available to amateur
groups makes the play into a detective story in which the defendant is factually proved
innocent) Twelve Angry Men is about upholding the principle of guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt even when the defendant seems guilty to almost everyone. Like O.J.
Simpson. Like Casey Anthony. Like George Zimmerman, Darren Wilson, and the
Baltimore police recently indicted in the death of Freddie Gray.
Fonda’s Juror 8 is an unequivocal hero in the abstract, but the media and popular
reaction to his real life avatar, Sirois’s Juror 11, appears to be very different. A great
deal of anger was focused on Sirois. Some celebrated his courage, but far from all.
One reason for the difference is that the victim in the fictional trial was a hard, cruel
man who had regularly beaten his son, the defendant. Etan Patz, Hernandez’s alleged
victim, was six years old, and his photograph evokes an emotional response even now,
decades after his disappearance.
When Hernandez confessed to the child’s murder, there was palpable relief that this
tragic cold case would have closure at last. Would that factor alone tend to bias jurors?
I think so.
Hernandez’s confession is another reason Sirois’s stand is unpopular. Those who are
not involved in criminal law or law enforcement have a difficult time understanding
why anyone would confess to a heinous crime they didn’t commit, but it happens
frequently. He also didn’t take the stand in his own defense (the accused teen in the
movie did testify). That suggests guilt to many, although the Constitution tells us that it
should not, and legally, it cannot.
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The main reason, however, is that the Hernandez trial is real, and Twelve Angry Men is
not. The public generally assumes that real criminal defendants are guilty, although
they cheer the Perry Masons of popular fiction, saving the wrongly accused. In real life,
accused murderers are seldom admirable characters; Hernandez certainly isn’t. We also
want murders, and especially child killings, to be punished, as well as to know the
killers are locked away where they can’t hurt our kids, or us.
Cognitive dissonance operates powerfully here: the juror standing up for an accused
child-killer’s innocence will naturally be associated in the minds of observers with the
suspicious defendant and his heinous crime, alleged though it may be. The lone juror in
real life seems to be protecting the bad guy, siding with him, siding with crime, siding
with evil and against, in this case, little Ethan Patz.
In the film, director Sidney Lumet got around this problem by showing a quick shot of
the kid accused of murder. He looks like a former model for those Big-Eyed Kid
paintings they used to sell in supermarkets, or someone Sally Struthers would be asking
us to support for thirteen cents a day. This is no monster, and studies show that jurors
are inordinately influenced by how an accused criminal looks. For example, studies
show that jurors are more likely to acquit accused murderers if they appear in court
wearing glasses. Some defense attorneys even buy glasses for their clients to wear; in
one infamous case in New York City, the acquitted defendant walked out of court
laughing after the verdict and, within sight of the jury members, tossed the glasses he
had worn throughout his trial into a trash basket.
Hernandez looks more like someone you would expect to see in a docket. The principle
being asserted and protected by the lone jurors is the same in film and reality, however.
“Ultimately, I couldn’t find enough evidence that wasn’t circumstantial to convict. I
couldn’t get there,” Sirois told the New York Times. [Note: There were legitimate
reasons to doubt the prosecution’s case.] Like Juror 8, Sirois was insisting that
Hernandez be found guilty, in his assessment of the evidence, beyond a reasonable
doubt or not at all:
Juror 8: . . . I don’t really know what the truth is. No one ever will, I suppose. Nine
of us now seem to feel that the defendant is innocent, but we’re just gambling on
probabilities. We may be wrong. We may be trying to return a guilty man to the
community. No one can really know. But we have a reasonable doubt, and this is
safeguard which has enormous value in our system. No jury can declare a man
guilty unless it’s sure . . . .
Juror 11 wasn’t sure. It doesn’t matter if his analysis was right, or even whether
Hernandez really was the killer . . .
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Juror 6: He’s guilty for sure. There’s not a doubt in the whole world. We shoulda
been done already. Listen, I don’t care, y’know. It beats workin’. You think he’s
innocent?
Juror 8: I don’t know. It’s possible.
Juror 6: I don’t know you, but I’m betting you’ve never been wronger in your life.
You oughta wrap it up. You’re wasting your time.
Juror 8: Suppose you were the one on trial?
Juror 6: Well, I’m not used to supposing. I’m just a working man; my boss does
the supposing. But I’ll try one. Suppose you talk us all outta this and the kid really
did knife his father?
The answer to that supposition is that as difficult as this possibility may be to bear, it is
not within the juror’s duties to consider it. Juries exist to determine if the State has
offered sufficient credible evidence to show that a defendant committed the crime he
has been accused of committing, or whether the defense has shown sufficient flaws and
weaknesses in that evidence that every one of twelve reasonable, objective, fair
observers can say with confidence that no reasonable doubts exist regarding the guilt of
the accused—every single juror, individually.
The plot of the real trial did not proceed as neatly as in the film. There, the lone juror
gradually convinces each of the others to change their votes based on his relentless and
logical dissection of the prosecution’s case (and his introduction of new evidence on his
ownunethical and improper, but hey, it’s a movie!) The first vote in the Hernandez
jury was not eleven to one to convict, but eight to four. Sirois did not become the lone
juror holding out against the arguments, entreaties, rants, and attacks of the rest until
late in the deliberations. Still, he held out alone for a lot longer than it takes Juror 8 to
get the whole jury to vote not guilty in the one-hour-and-forty-five-minute movie. In
fact, a case could be made that Adam Sirois was more ethical and more courageous
than his much-lauded fictional equivalent.
In Twelve Angry Men, after blocking an immediate conviction with his single vote,
Juror 8 and the other jurors reach an impasse. Unlike Sirois, Fonda/Juror 8 is not
willing to take responsibility for hanging the jury on his own:
Juror 3: What are you, the kid’s lawyer or something? Who do you think you are
to start cross-examining us? Listen, there are still eleven of us in here who think
he’s guilty.
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Juror 10: Yeah. What do you think you’re gonna accomplish? You’re not gonna
change anybody’s mind. So if you want to be stubborn and hang this jury, go ahead.
The kid’ll be tried again and found guilty sure as he’s born.
Juror 8: You’re probably right.
…
Foreman: (to Juror 8) What about it?
Juror 6: You’re the only one.
Juror 8: I have a proposition to make to all of you. I want to call for a vote. I’d like
you eleven men to vote by secret written ballot. I’ll abstain. If there are still eleven
votes for guilty, I won’t stand alone. We’ll take a guilty verdict in to the judge right
now. But if anyone votes not guilty, we’ll stay and talk this thing out. Well, that’s
all. If you want to try it, I’m ready.
Really, Hank? Would Mister Roberts, Abe Lincoln, Clarence Darrow, or any of your
other famously moral characters leave a man’s life and the proper standard of guilt up
to what is essentially random chance, and allow a majority to vote them out of doing
what they believed—indeed knew—was right? As it happens, of course, one juror does
join Juror 8 in his quest for the truth, but that wasn’t pre-ordained. Fonda’s lone juror
rolled the dice with a teen’s life and the integrity of the justice system on the line.
Not Adam Sirois, Juror 11. He stayed adamant to the end, upheld the principle of guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt without any allies. He was more of an Ethics Hero than
Henry Fonda!
How many people can say that?

TV’s Other Angry, Funny Men . . . and Women, Too
It is doubtful that any movie or teleplay has been copied, parodied, or the object of
more homages than Twelve Angry Men. Most recently, comic Amy Schumer produced
a black-and-white parody of the film in which the all-male jury argues over whether
she is “hot enough for TV.” It’s risqué, but very funny (you can view it here:
http://www.cc.com/full-episodes/d6vl24/inside-amy-schumer-12-angry-men-insideamy-schumer-season-3-ep-303).
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Television series have been presenting episodes based on the teleplay and film for fifty
years. Among them are Blue Bloods, Picket Fences, Perfect Strangers, Family Matters,
The Dead Zone, Early Edition, The Odd Couple, The Dick Van Dyke Show, King of the
Hill, Matlock, 7th Heaven, Veronica Mars, Monk, Hey Arnold!, Peep Show, My Wife
and Kids, Robot Chicken, Charmed, and The Simpsons. It is undoubtedly not a
complete list.
The best of these may have been the episode of The Odd Couple in which Oscar
Madison, played by Jack Klugman, who was Juror 5 in the 1957 film, was forced to
serve on a jury with roommate Felix (Tony Randall), whose nitpicking, obsessive
personality made him a natural lone juror, voting “not guilty” no matter what anyone
else argued. John Fiedler, the film’s meek Juror 2, was also on the Odd Couple jury.
(Roommates would never be allowed to be on the same jury.)
Other notable examples:
 “One Angry Man,” a half-parody episode (most of the plot is in the courtroom)
in the first season of The Dick Van Dyke Show. Juror Rob Petrie (Dick) becomes
smitten in trial with the defendant, a sexy blonde accused of stealing diamonds.
She openly flirts with him (at one point causing him to fall out of the jury box),
and Laura (Mary Tyler Moore), who is watching the trial, wants Rob to recuse
himself. (If a judge saw such flirting, the juror would indeed be dismissed.) Rob
refuses, then becomes the lone “not guilty” vote as the jury Foreman.
 The fifth season of Happy Days included an episode called “Fonzie for the
Defense,” in which Richie (Ron Howard) and Fonzie (Henry Winkler) are called
for jury duty. The case involved a black biker who is accused of stealing an old
lady’s purse, and it seems to be (of course) an “open-and-shut case.” Fonzie,
however, alone among the jurors is convinced that that the biker is “not guilty-amundo” and gradually convinces the rest of the jury.
 In the very first season of All in the Family, “Edith Has Jury Duty” sent Edith
Bunker (Jean Stapleton) to a jury room in a murder trial. The murder weapon is
again a knife, and the accused is a Puerto Rican man. Edith is the one dissenting
juror preventing a guilty verdict. At the end of the episode, it is revealed that
someone else eventually confessed to the crime.
 The 1993 Matlock episode, “The Juror,” has Andy Griffith playing defense
attorney Matlock as the lone juror voting “not guilty.” No attorneys would ever
let someone like Matlock on a jury of any kind, but justice is served: Matlock is
right.
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 In the 1994 Simpsons episode “The Boy Who Knew Too Much,” Homer
Simpson intentionally goes against the rest of jury and votes “not guilty” so that
they can be sequestered at a hotel with free room service and cable television as
long as possible.
 Family Matters had an episode called “The Jury” in Season 8. Steve Urkel (of
course) is the lone juror and discovers a flaw in the videotape evidence that
proves the defendant is innocent.

 In a 2000 episode of 7th Heaven called “Twelve Angry People,” the Reverend
Eric Camden is the lone juror who believes the defendant is guilty and must
convince the other jurors of his guilt, a nice reversal of the original plot.
 The cable TV series Monk gave us “Mr. Monk Gets Jury Duty,” a true spoof of
the Twelve Angry Men teleplay. In this episode, the jury is presiding over the
case of a man accused of stabbing another man attempting to make a bank
deposit. Adrian Monk (Tony Shalhoub) is the initial “not guilty” holdout. There
is a parallel to Juror 11, an immigrant proud to be an American; one juror, a
persistent advocate for conviction, is given the name of “Mr. Cobb” as a
reference to the film’s Juror 3, Lee J. Cobb; there is a sports fan juror who
parallels the film’s Juror 7 (Jack Warden), and a panning shot of the jury room
mimics the movie.
 Episode 20 of the sitcom Malcolm in the Middle was called “Jury Duty,” and
had Malcolm’s maniacal mother playing Juror 8. The episode has a twist: she
removes herself from the jury after realizing that she is identifying the teenager
on trial with her own son, the discover that changes Juror 3’s vote in the play
and movie.
As Schumer’s video proved, the versatility of Rose’s plot is ever green, and we can
count on parodies, homages, twists, adaptations, and references in various media for as
long as the jury system survives and as long as the courageous stand of one against
many on a matter of principle remains a vibrant American ideal.
In other words, forever.
I hope.
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The Unreliability of Eyewitness Testimony
The case being deliberated in Twelve Angry Men overwhelmingly depends on the
eyewitness testimony of two individuals. Much of the arguing in the jury’s discussions
involves this testimony and its reliability.
Rose wrote the play in the early 1950s, when forensic science was relatively crude
compared to today. Notably, there was no DNA evidence, since DNA was only
discovered in 1953. We now have tools to determine whether witnesses are correct, in
many cases, and what the intervening decades have taught us, with much tragedy
involved in the process, is that the kind of testimony that almost convicts the defendant
in Rose’s classic is often wrong.
The Innocence Project is a national litigation and public policy organization dedicated
to exonerating wrongfully convicted individuals through DNA testing and reforming
the criminal justice system to prevent future injustice.
Here is the Innocence Project’s explanation of what we have learned about eyewitness
testimony:
Eyewitness misidentification is the greatest contributing factor to wrongful convictions
proven by DNA testing, playing a role in more than 70% of convictions overturned
through DNA testing nationwide.
The Misidentification of Marvin Anderson
On July 19, 1982, Marvin Anderson was at work when he was asked by his supervisor
to come speak to police. The officers questioned Marvin about a rape that had occurred
over the previous weekend. Marvin told the police what he knew about the crime—
details he had heard because he lived in the neighborhood where it had occurred. The
police asked Marvin to come down to the station to answer more questions and he
agreed. Since he was innocent, he had no reason not to.
What Marvin didn’t know was that the man who had committed the rape had told the
victim that he “had a white girl,” and because Marvin was the only black man that the
investigating officer knew who lived with a white woman, he had automatically
become a suspect. Even before questioning Marvin, the officer had gone to his
employer and obtained a color employment identification photo of him. The victim was
shown the color photo of Marvin along with a half dozen black and white mug shots
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and was asked to pick her assailant. She chose the color photo of Marvin. Less than an
hour later, the police assembled a lineup where Marvin was the only person included
whose picture was also included in the original photo array shown to the victim. She
identified him in the lineup as well.
Despite having an alibi, Marvin was convicted of rape, abduction, sodomy, and
robbery, largely on the basis of this eyewitness misidentification, and was sentenced to
210 years. He served 15 years in prison before DNA testing proved his innocence and
won his freedom.
While eyewitness testimony can be persuasive evidence before a judge or jury, years of
strong social science research has proven that eyewitness identification is often
unreliable.
When Witnesses Get It Wrong
In case after case, DNA has proven that eyewitness identification is frequently
inaccurate. In the wrongful convictions where eyewitness misidentification played a
role, the circumstances varied substantially. For example, the Innocence Project has
worked on cases in which:
 A witness made an identification in a “show-up” procedure (where witnesses
are shown only the suspect at the scene of the crime or in another incriminating
context) from the back of a police car hundreds of feet away from the suspect in
a poorly lit parking lot in the middle of the night.
 A witness in a rape case was shown a photo array where only the photo of the
person that the police suspected was marked with an “R”, while the rest were
unmarked. Witnesses substantially changed their description of a perpetrator
(including key information such as height, weight, and presence of facial hair)
after they learned more about a particular suspect.
 Witnesses only made an identification after multiple photo arrays or lineups—
and then made hesitant identifications (saying they “thought” the person “might
be” the perpetrator, for example)—but at trial the jury was told the witnesses
did not waver in identifying the suspect.
Decades of Solid Scientific Evidence Supports Reform
In October of 2014, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the nation’s premier
scientific entity, issued a groundbreaking report settling many long-debated areas of
police practice. The report identified a set of reform procedures, which have been
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promoted by the Innocence Project since the inception of its work in this area of police
practice.
In 1907, Hugo Munsterberg published On the Witness Stand, in which he questioned
the reliability of eyewitness identification. When Yale Law professor Edwin Borchard
studied 65 wrongful convictions for his pioneering 1932 book, Convicting the Innocent,
he found that eyewitness misidentification was the leading contributing factor of
wrongful convictions.
Research illustrates that the human mind is not like a tape recorder; we neither record
events exactly as we see them nor recall them like a tape that has been rewound. In
eyewitness identifications, witness memory is impacted by a variety of factors that
occur from the time of the crime onwards, and their memories can be easily
contaminated.
Hundreds of scientific studies (particularly in the last three decades) have affirmed that
eyewitness identification is often inaccurate and that it can be made more accurate by
implementing specific identification reforms.
Reforms and Solutions
Several easy-to-adopt procedures have been shown to significantly decrease the
number of misidentifications. In order to prevent additional wrongful convictions due
to misidentification, the Innocence Project is collaborating with law enforcement and
policymakers to adopt the following policies:
Blind/blinded administration
Blind administration, where the officer administering the lineup is unaware of who the
suspect is, can prevent suggestive statements or unconscious gestures or vocal cues that
may influence the witness, thereby reducing the risk of a misidentification. For the
small police agency with work force constraints, a method called the “folder shuffle”
can be utilized to effectively blind the administrator.
Lineup composition
“Fillers” (the non-suspects included in a lineup) should resemble the eyewitness’s
description of the perpetrator. Further, the suspect should look similar to the fillers (for
example, he should not be the only member of his race in the lineup or the only one
with facial hair). Eyewitnesses should also not view more than one identification
procedure with the same suspect.
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Instructions
The person viewing the lineup should be told that the perpetrator may or may not be in
the lineup and that the investigation will continue regardless of the lineup result. This
reduces the pressure on the witness of feeling like they have to pick a perpetrator. The
witness should also be told not to look to the administrator for guidance.
Confidence statements
Law enforcement should elicit and document a statement from an eyewitness
articulating his or her level of confidence in the identification made at the time that the
identification is made.
Recording
Identification procedures should be videotaped and/or audiotaped whenever possible.
Fourteen states have implemented these reforms through laws, court action, and policy
directives, while jurisdictions including Baltimore, Boston, Dallas, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, San Diego, San Francisco, and Tucson have made
eyewitness identification reform procedures part of their standard practice.

Presumption of Innocence, Burden of Proof,
and Proof beyond a Reasonable Doubt
From the approved judicial instructions of the New York State Courts
We now turn to the fundamental principles of our law that apply in all criminal trials—
the presumption of innocence, the burden of proof, and the requirement of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt.
Throughout these proceedings, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. As a result,
you must find the defendant not guilty, unless, on the evidence presented at this trial,
you conclude that the People have proven the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt.
In determining whether the People have satisfied their burden of proving the
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defendant’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you may consider all the evidence
presented, whether by the People or by the defendant. In doing so, however, remember
that, even though the defendant introduced evidence, the burden of proof remains on
the People.
The defendant is not required to prove that he/she is not guilty. In fact, the defendant is
not required to prove or disprove anything. To the contrary, the People have the burden
of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. That means, before you can
find the defendant guilty of a crime, the People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt
every element of the crime including that the defendant is the person who committed
that crime. The burden of proof never shifts from the People to the defendant. If the
People fail to satisfy their burden of proof, you must find the defendant not guilty. If
the People satisfy their burden of proof, you must find the defendant guilty.
What does our law mean when it requires proof of guilt “beyond a reasonable doubt”?
The law uses the term, “proof beyond a reasonable doubt,” to tell you how convincing
the evidence of guilt must be to permit a verdict of guilty. The law recognizes that, in
dealing with human affairs, there are very few things in this world that we know with
absolute certainty. Therefore, the law does not require the People to prove a defendant
guilty beyond all possible doubt. On the other hand, it is not sufficient to prove that the
defendant is probably guilty. In a criminal case, the proof of guilt must be stronger than
that. It must be beyond a reasonable doubt.
A reasonable doubt is an honest doubt of the defendant’s guilt for which a reason exists
based upon the nature and quality of the evidence. It is an actual doubt, not an
imaginary doubt. It is a doubt that a reasonable person, acting in a matter of this
importance, would be likely to entertain because of the evidence that was presented or
because of the lack of convincing evidence.
Proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt is proof that leaves you so firmly convinced
of the defendant’s guilt that you have no reasonable doubt of the existence of any
element of the crime or of the defendant’s identity as the person who committed the
crime.
In determining whether or not the People have proven the defendant’s guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt, you should be guided solely by a full and fair evaluation of the
evidence. After carefully evaluating the evidence, each of you must decide whether or
not that evidence convinces you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant’s guilt.
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Whatever your verdict may be, it must not rest upon baseless speculations. Nor may it
be influenced in any way by bias, prejudice, sympathy, or by a desire to bring an end to
your deliberations or to avoid an unpleasant duty.
If you are not convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of a
charged crime, you must find the defendant not guilty of that crime. If you are
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of a charged crime,
you must find the defendant guilty of that crime.

Twelve Angry Men, the Movie, and the Men
Jack Marshall
Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose was a well-received, live TV drama broadcast
live on the CBS program Studio One in September 1954. Nonetheless, it might well
have gone to the same place so many other live TV dramas of the era went, obscurity
(indeed, the recording of it was believed lost and only turned up in 2003), had not
Henry Fonda decided to purchase the film rights, believing that the central, lone juror
hero of the piece was a classic Henry Fonda role.
It took him three years and a lot of IOUs, but Fonda finally teamed with Rose to
produce a lengthened version of the one hour original, on a small budget, in black and
white, and with a largely unknown cast. The director, Sidney Lumet, had never directed
a movie before.
The script was rehearsed like a play and shot in just three weeks. Many of the methodtrained, Actors Studio alums in the cast altered and improvised dialogue. The ensemble
work was remarkable, and the movie was a surprise recipient of multiple Academy
Award–nominations, winning none. Audiences, however, stayed away. One room, all
talk, little action, no girls, no color, and an odd title combined to make the movie a box
office bomb despite critical raves.
In the mid-Sixties the film started turning up on local TV movie shows, and a lot had
changed. The play’s plot of twelve white men deliberating on the fate of a minority
defendant accused of murder resonated in the civil rights era, and Rose’s liberal
sensitivities were less controversial than when the original TV version debuted.
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Director Lumet was no longer a newcomer: he was well into an epic career as one the
finest and most thoughtful Hollywood directors.
Most notable of all, however, was that most of those unfamiliar actors from the New
York and regional stage were now familiar faces and stars. What was once a cast that
fit Juror 4’s description of the movie he can’t recall—“I’d never heard of them before.
It was a very inexpensive second feature, with unknown . . .”—was suddenly an
ensemble of stars.
The performances were so vivid because they were all excellent actors and also
because Lumet’s approach took full advantage of type-casting as well as keeping the
portrayals within the archetypes that Rose’s ingenious script provided. Looking back
on the movie now, with every one of the actors having passed away, we can see how
the film set many of them on career paths featuring versions and variations of their
juryman counterparts.
Here are the film’s Angry Men. If there is a better ensemble cast for a movie, I don’t
know what it is.
Martin Balsam as Juror 1, the jury foreman and an assistant high school football
coach
After the film, Balsam appeared in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Seven Days in May, Hombre,
Catch-22, Tora! Tora! Tora! (as Admiral Kimmel), Little Big Man, The Taking of
Pelham One Two Three, All the President's Men, Murder on the Orient Express, and
many more.
In 1960, Balsam played Detective Arbogast, who is stabbed by Norman Bates in a
famous scene in the Alfred Hitchcock classic Psycho. He appeared in both the original
Cape Fear (1962), and the 1991 Martin Scorsese remake. In 1965, he won an Academy
Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role as Arnold Burns in A Thousand Clowns.
Back on stage in 1968, he won a Tony Award for his appearance in the 1967 Broadway
production of You Know I Can't Hear You When the Water’s Running.
Balsam played Washington Post editor Howard Simons in 1976’s All the President's
Men. In addition to many other TV appearances, Balsam starred as Murray Klein on the
All in the Family spin-off Archie Bunker's Place for two seasons (1979–1981).
He died in 1996.
John Fiedler as Juror 2, a bank teller, and one of the least angry men
Fiedler appeared in the films True Grit, The Cannonball Run, and Harper Valley PTA,
but was most frequently seen as a memorable character actor on TV shows. He usually
played meek, gentle or nervous individuals, though his best work was arguably in the
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original Star Trek episode Wolf in the Fold as Mr. Hengist, a man possessed by the
spirit of Jack the Ripper.
He had many guest appearances on TV including on Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Perry
Mason, Bonanza, Gunsmoke, My Favorite Martian, Bewitched, and more. He had a
recurring role on Kolchak: The Night Stalker as morgue attendant Gordy “The Ghoul”
Spangler. Fiedler also played Mr. Peterson, one of Bob’s regular patients on the The
Bob Newhart Show.
Near the end of his career Fiedler took full advantage of his odd, breathy, high-pitched
voice in numerous animated Disney features, notably the Winnie the Pooh movies and
TV spin-offs. His obituary identified him primarily as the voice of Piglet.
He was a lot more than that, and unique.
Lee J. Cobb as Juror 3, the primary and most intense advocate on the jury for
conviction
Cobb was, along with Henry Fonda and Ed Begley, an exception to the unknown
quality of the rest of the cast when the film first opened. He had been a member of the
Group Theater and had played Willy Loman in the original production of Arthur
Miller’s Death of a Salesman, and already had a key role in one film classic on his
resume, On the Waterfront. By the time Twelve Angry Men was being broadcast on TV,
he was costarring in the popular 90 minute TV western series, The Virginian.
He was a major figure in film history, equally adept at drama and comedy. Among the
other important films and classics he appeared in are Golden Boy (1939), The Song of
Bernadette (1943), Anna and the King of Siam (1946), Captain from Castile(1947),The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit (1956)—which is referenced in Twelve Angry Men by
Cobb’s character!—Exodus (1960), How the West Was Won (1962), Come Blow Your
Horn (1963), Death of a Salesman (a 1966 TV version), and The Exorcist(1973).
A case can be made that his is the most impressive performance in Twelve Angry Men.
E.G. Marshall as Juror 4, a cold, rational, analytical stock broker
Marshall was later well known to audiences for his television roles as the lawyer
Lawrence Preston on the great legal series The Defenders in the 1960s (the show was
created by Reginald Rose) and as neurosurgeon David Craig on The Bold Ones.
Though he had a vivid role as the prosecuting attorney in the climactic court martial in
The Caine Mutiny three years before Twelve Angry Men, he was known then as a stage
actor. Beginning with Twelve Angry Men, he became one of the most recognizable
character actors in Hollywood, and had a very long career, performing right up to the
year of his death at the age of 84.
Jack Klugman as Juror 5. Occupation never stated, he’s the youngest of the jurors,
from an inner city neighborhood.
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Klugman, the last of the cast to go to that big jury box in the sky, was new to film and
had yet to appear on TV when he made Twelve Angry Men. Later he became a wellrecognized TV presence with four appearances on The Twilight Zone (the most of any
actor) and two long-running TV series, Quincy, a drama that began the spate of forensic
procedurals to come, and The Odd Couple, with Tony Randall.
He died last year.
Edward Binns as Juror 6, a house painter
Binns is best known to moviegoers as the corrupt Boston Cardinal in the Paul Newman
legal drama The Verdict, also directed by Sidney Lumet, which included Twelve Angry
Men alumnus Jack Warden. Never a star, Binns appeared in dozens of television shows
from the Fifties through the Eighties and was a recognizable voice in hundreds of
commercials.
Jack Warden as Juror 7, a marmalade salesman and a sports fan
Warden was new to filmgoers in 1956 except for those who recognized him from a few
small roles in forgettable films and one major one, From Here to Eternity. Warden’s
heavily improvised, perpetual hat-wearing, wisecracking, impatient seventh juror,
however, was one of the most vivid in the film, and it accurately foretold a major film
career to come.
He was twice nominated for an Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, for
Shampoo (1975) and Heaven Can Wait (1978) and won an Emmy for his performance
in Brian’s Song (1971).
Jack Warden was in dozens of movies and even more dozens of TV episodes and by
any measure was one of the most important character actors of his generation.
Henry Fonda as Juror 8, an architect
Fonda was a major star in mid-career when he filmed Twelve Angry Men. A rare
Hollywood star who kept returning to Broadway, he had too many major roles to list,
some of them being Abe Lincoln in Young Mr. Lincoln Tom Joad in The Grapes of
Wrath, and Wyatt Earp in My Darling Clementine, as well as the perplexed cowboy
hero of The Ox-Bow Incident, Mister Roberts, Fail-Safe, and Norman Thayer in On
Golden Pond, for which he finally received an Academy Award for Best Actor in 1982.
Henry Fonda made over a hundred films, and like most of the old time stars, defined a
persistent type that he was especially identified with: a thoughtful, principled, quietspoken ordinary man who fights for integrity and honesty.
It is often said that Juror 8 is the ultimate Henry Fonda role, at least as he played it.
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Joseph Sweeney as Juror 9, an elderly man in his seventies
Sweeney created the role of the sharp-eyed, underestimated older juror who changes
the course of the jury’s deliberations more than once; he was the only carry-over from
the TV version to the film. Primarily a stage actor in supporting roles, Twelve Angry
Men, was his defining moment. He made a few films and had roles in various TV show
episodes until 1963.
Ed Begley as Juror 10, a garage owner
Ed Begley was already a familiar face to TV viewers. He had played the lead role in
Rod Serling’s early live drama Patterns, a classic of live TV, and in 1954 had starred in
the NBC television show called Big Boy as Joe Grant, an engineer for the Union Pacific
Railroad.
Begley was also a Broadway star of significant achievements when he appeared in the
film. In 1956, he had appeared in the Broadway production of Inherit the Wind, in the
role of Matthew Harrison Brady, winning a Tony Award. Begley reprised Brady, who
was based on Williams Jennings Bryan, in a TV version of the drama. After Twelve
Angry Men, he won the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor for his role in
Sweet Bird of Youth in 1962.
Among Begley’s memorable TV appearances was as the aggravated judge presiding
over Rob Petrie’s lawsuit about pillows stuffed with “cheap, chopped, chicken
feathers” on The Dick Van Dyke Show.
George Voskovec as Juror 11, a naturalized American citizen and a watchmaker
In a masterpiece of typecasting, Voskovec was a Czech immigrant and a naturalized
citizen: his accent is genuine. He eventually acted in seventy-two movies, including the
acclaimed British film The Spy Who Came in from the Cold.
Robert Webber as Juror 12, a Madison Avenue advertising executive
Like Jack Klugman, Webber’s appearance in Twelve Angry Men, was his first
substantive large or small screen credit. There was much more to come in a 40-year
career full of memorable roles in over 50 films and almost 200 TV shows.
He was Dudley Moore’s gay lyricist in 10, Cybil Shepherd’s father in the hit series
Moonlighting, Elizabeth Taylor’s former lover in The Sandpiper, a skeptical general in
The Dirty Dozen, an L.A. lowlife Paul Newman encounters in Harper, a hit man in
Sam Peckinpah’s Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia, and more, including large
roles in several comedies directed by Blake Edwards.
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The Playwright, Reginald Rose (1920–2002),
and His Remarkable Play
Jack Marshall
Reginald Rose is one of the four iconic writers (Gore Vidal just misses the cut) of
1950s teleplays performed live during TV’s “Golden Age,” the others being Rod
Serling, Abby Mann, and Paddy Chayefsky. All but Serling (we tried, we really did, to
obtain the stage rights to five Twilight Zone episodes) has been represented on the
American Century Theater stage, but of the four, only Chayefsky was a true
playwright. Mann and Rose were TV writers through and through, and their best works
found their way to the stage through strange and arduous paths.
All were also passionate Hollywood liberals, none more than Rose.
His best and most characteristic works were about justice, prejudice, race relations,
abortion, and the right to die, and it brought him three Emmys, four Writers Guild of
America awards, seven Emmy nominations, and an Academy Award nomination . . .
but for an adapted teleplay. Rose was neither as prolific nor as outspoken as his
compatriots, but he was every bit as brilliant. I believe that Twelve Angry Men is the
best and most lasting work created by any of them, and that’s an amazing
accomplishment when you consider that the competition includes Requiem for a
Heavyweight, Patterns, Judgment at Nuremberg, and Network.
He was born in New York City and, no surprise, the son of a lawyer. Rose attended
what is now the City University of New York and spent four years in the Army during
World War II. He had begun writing fiction in college, and when he returned from the
war, tried writing advertising and publicity copy, as well as scripts for radio. He
struggled. But the new medium of television was just beginning to catch on, and live
drama was considered the ideal programming.
This was before the networks realized that audiences really wanted to see non-actors
stranded on islands and trying to bed each other while locked in a house. Ah, those
were the days!
“They had all these anthologies and they were desperate for scripts, absolutely
desperate . . . .” Rose told The New York Times in 1982. “I had been trying to sell short
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stories, novels and God knows what else, and I never was able to sell anything. The
first time I wrote a TV script I sold it, and when I sold that first one they said, ‘More,
more, more!’ and I haven’t stopped since. In those years from 1953 to 1960, the writer
was the star of the show. It was never to happen again.”
Rose hit the jackpot in 1954 when he drew on his own experience as a member of an
all-white male jury in the early 1950s and penned Twelve Angry Men for television’s
live dramatic anthology series Studio One. Critics unanimously recognized it as
something special, and the one-hour drama earned Emmys for Rose for writing, for the
director Frank Schaffner for directing, and for Bob Cummings (soon regarded as solely
a comic actor for his long-running sitcom, Love That Bob) for best actor as the
dedicated Juror 8. Rose won a Writer’s Guild of America Award for his script, too.
Hollywood star Henry Fonda admired the piece and immediately saw Cummings’s role
as a perfect addition to his “Ordinary Man Behaving Nobly in Extraordinary
Circumstances” pantheon. He set out, with Rose, to put the screenplay on stage. The
studios laughed at them, in part because they had contempt for the upstart medium of
TV, and more substantially because Rose’s extended screenplay had about thirty
seconds of action, was almost all talk, was confined to a small room and included no
characters that wouldn’t get arrested if they got on the subway wearing a skirt. So Rose
and Fonda put a lot of their own money into the film, shot it on a tiny budget, and used
a mostly unknown cast along with a few bona fide stars wheedled by Fonda to work for
peanuts. The director, Sidney Lumet, had never directed a film before.
Rose and the film earned Oscar nominations, but the movie was a box office failure.
Seeing no market for any stage adaptations and needing cash, Rose sold the stage rights
to a small licensing company which promptly had the nephew of the company’s owner
write a stage adaptation that missed just about everything that Rose’s story was about.
For example, it is not about a jury that proves that a kid accused of murder was
innocent of the crime. He is probably not innocent. But the prosecution did not prove
him guilty. A lot of Americans don’t understand that, but you would think that the guy
who presumes to adapt the most important stage work about that principle would have
to at least comprehend it a little bit. Nope.
The vitality of the screenplay is that it is in real time, continuous, showing the entire
jury deliberation. The stage version divided the story into three acts. It is a disaster—
and an insult to Rose’s creation.
Rose’s screenplay is unique, a twelve-actor ensemble piece in which all twelve actors
almost never leave the stage, and the complex, multi-character dialogue is conducted
without the use of names. Rose arranged his characters around the table with more care
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than a party hostess deciding who would sit next to whom. The Foreman is at one end
of the table, alone, presiding; facing him is the juror, 7, who is least involved or
committed to the proceedings. He wanders, impatiently much of the show. Juror 2, the
meekest juror, is intentionally seated next to the most passionate and most overbearing,
Juror 3, who in turn is next to the most dispassionate and rational, Juror 4, a methodical
stockbroker.
He is seated next to his upper-middle-class mirror image, slum kid Juror 5. Across from
4 is the juror who is another kind of mirror image: a less educated, uncouth, loudmouthed bully who still has a mastery of the facts on par with his richer counterpart,
Juror 10. To his right is the mannered, polite European immigrant, Juror 11, who is
repulsed by the boor’s conduct; to 10’s left, a thoughtful, perceptive senior, Juror 9,
who only speaks when he has something important to say. Rose deftly sets up conflicts
and arguments across the table and face to face: the physical arrangement of the jurors
drives the action.
Naturally, the stage adaptation’s author didn’t notice any of this, and directed
companies to seat the table with nobody at one long end, sort of like the dinner scenes
in I Love Lucy, or da Vinci’s The Last Supper.
This, by the way, is one reason the show works best in the round.
Having lost money on, interest in, and control over his masterpiece, Reginald Rose set
about other projects. Another one of Rose’s original scripts for Studio One, broadcast
in two parts in 1957, starred Ralph Bellamy and a young William Shatner as a father
and son law firm defending a man, portrayed by an unknown actor named Steve
McQueen—whatever became of him?—for murder. Three years later that teleplay
became The Defenders, still regarded by many (and me) as the greatest of all legal TV
shows. The father was now played by E.G. Marshall (Juror 4 in the Twelve Angry Men
film) and the son was Robert Reed, later to gain fame as the father of The Brady Bunch.
Rose wrote many of the scripts and was the executive producer; he won two Emmys
for the 1961–65 series.
Rose, like Mann, Serling, and Chayefsky, was sometimes thwarted in his efforts to deal
with controversial social issues. In 1954, for example, he wrote Thunder on Sycamore
Street for CBS’s Studio One, about the unrest created when a black family moved into
a white neighborhood. Nervous censors with the network vetoed that theme, forcing
Rose to change the family into that of an ex-convict—still about bias, not racial
prejudice. Rose also wrote the wonderful TV drama, The Sacco-Vanzetti Story.
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Rose found more success in adapting other teleplays into motion picture scripts,
beginning in the 1950s with Dino and Crime in the Streets, both dramas about social
workers trying to help teenage delinquents. He wrote the screenplays for
The Wild Geese, starring Richard Burton in 1978, and its sequel, Wild Geese II, starring
Scott Glenn in 1985. His greatest screen achievement, other than Twelve Angry Men,
was his screenplay for the film adaptation of the Broadway hit, Whose Life Is It
Anyway? in 1981.
After being virtually retired, Rose was moved in the 1990s to try to regain control over
his masterpiece. It was, at that point, a mess. The only organizations doing the play
versions were schools and community theaters, and occasionally professional
companies with no taste. There was no legal way to put Rose’s screenplay on stage,
where it actually plays better than the film it was written for, since all twelve jurors can
be observed as they struggle with the facts, the opposing arguments and their own
biases, weaknesses, and demons. A few companies did what I did three times: they
paid the licensing fee for the three-act monstrosity, and performed Rose’s one-act script
instead. Before TACT’s first production, we spoke to Rose, who endorsed this
approach even though he received nothing in the bargain.
“Thank God,” he exclaimed, when I sheepishly told him that we were putting his
screenplay on stage, and not its artless, three-act mutation.
The other problem the play had was that political correctness and widespread ignorance
about what Rose’s story was about led misguided, feminism-besotted theater groups to
rename the show Twelve Angry Jurors and cast some of the roles with women and
sometimes, minority members. The problem with this is that Rose’s characters are
deeply male; changing their gender undermines Rose’s carefully calibrated
interpersonal conflicts. The byplay is that of a locker room, indeed a locked locker
room—“twelve men in a box” is how Rose described the dramatic set-up—and the
dilemma of twelve wildly different guys being locked in a room and trying to reach
consensus on a life-and-death decision without killing each other is central to the
dramatic tension.
That they are twelve white men deliberating on the fate of a black or Hispanic boy is
equally crucial. The injection of a single woman would change the social dynamics
completely; presuming otherwise shows as much ignorance of the realities of social
dynamics as it disrespects the author’s vision. The play was often updated, too,
rendering Rose’s 1950s phrasing, references, and attitudes anachronistic.
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Of course, an all-male, all-white cast made the show less attractive to schools and
theater groups, so the gender-integrated abomination became the most performed
version of the play.
TACT’s successful production—we sent him the reviews, including City Paper’s
rave—may have inspired Reginald Rose. Shortly thereafter he signed a deal to write a
new version for ShowTime (it was inferior to the original, but still excellent). Starring
Jack Lemon as Juror 8, it aired on cable in 1997 and received sufficiently good notices
that Broadway came calling.
This allowed the producers to buy back the professional stage rights, but it was too late
for Reginald Rose: he died in 2002 at the age of 81. The adaptation of his amazing
screenplay didn’t make it to Broadway until 2004. It received Tony nominations for
Best Revival (though it had never been on Broadway, so it wasn’t revived), Best
Director, and Best Actor for Phillip Bosco as Juror 3, Lee J. Cobb’s role.
Reginald Rose’s legacy is finally secure. Justice prevailed.
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